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University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211

FORUM:

111eet new administrators

StUes. Because UOP has 10 colleges
and schools as well as a liberal arts
college, it is considered a comprehensive university. According to Subbiondo, all of the schools and colleges
at UOP are fully accredited, which is
uncommon.

Subbiondo believes that there
needs to be a greater compatibility
among UOP schools. Students should
be encouraged to take classes in
schools across UOP, rather than just
in their own. According to Subbiondo, the proposed schedule changes
would provide better access to classes
within different schools.
Benedetti discussed the need to
close the gap between liberal arts and
professional schools. He believes that
UOP's diversity is a strength, but says
we need to "put theory (of the liberal
arts education) and practice (of the
professional schools) together."
"A schedule can isolate a school
when students cannot freely move
about," said Benedetti, discussing the
need for compatible scheduling. "If
students can't take ad vantage of other
schools, then what is the point (of a
comprehensive university)?"

News Editor

Sara Schroeder -The Pacifican

COP Dean Robert Benedetti interacts with students.
Benedetti also discussed the importance of applying knowledge
gained in the classroom to outside
situations. He would like to see more
intellectual discussion take place
outside the classroom, among students as well as between faculty and
students. He would also like to see
lecturers, such as the Woodrow Wilson

Fellows, come to the residence halls,
fraternities and sororities to speak.
Benedetti feels that this would provide a setting for more in-depth and
personal discussion.
"I want conversation and will do
anything to hear what you've got to
say," said Benedei.ti.
(See Forum, page 2)

Assistant News Editor

Schro~der
News Editor

Three UOP students were honored at the Public Relations Student
S<x:ietyofAmerica(PRSSA)National
Convention in Dallas on Oct. 23.
Jensiene DeBernard, UOP's
PRSSA chapter president, won the
highest honor of the student organization, the "National Gold Key Award."
DeBernard has worked for a public
relations firm in Italy, held an advertising and promotions position at the
Stockton Record, and has received
awards in academic excellence, leadership and involvement. DeBernard
~a senior majoring in communications with an emphasis in public relations.
Kathryn Rambo, UOP chapter vice
president, received the "National
Chairman's Citation" for her work at
the local level with PRSSA and for
her extensive work presenting an ice
cream social prior to a concert last
spring for the Cleveland Elementary
School children. George Leon accepted the award, as Rambo was
unable to attend.
Scott Gerbert, PR director and
secretary for UOP's PRSSA, was also
awarded the "National Chairman's
Citation." His award was in recognition of his internship at United Cerebral Palsy of San Joaquin County. His
Work at UCP includes work on the
upcoming UCP telethon and a "bathtub regatta" to be held next May.
According to Gerbert, these students were recognized by the national
committee for their involvement and
strong commitment to the student
SOciety.
Other UOP students attending the
conference were Elizabeth Bonner,
Lisa Snell, Kristin Wash, Krista
Huntsman, Michael Tar, Chris Parr,
Reed Bender, Anne Heimbucher,
George Leo and Kirk Bailey. The
Chapter's advisor, Dr. Carol Ann Hall
and her husband, Dr. William Hall,
also attended.
Twenty-one students represented
DOPJPRSSA at the national convention in Washington D.C. in 1986.
Other conventions attended by UOP
PRSSA students have included Delroitin 1985,LosAngelesin 1987and
Cincinnati in 1988.

writes legislation
By Sara Schroeder

PR students Archania teaches Halloween safety
honored at By Kirsten Miles
convention
By Sara

UOP public safety

The members ofAlpha Kappa Phi,
Archania Fraternity visited classrooms at Cleveland Elementary
School on Oct. 31 to pass out candy
and teach the students about Halloween safety. Members of the fraternity
dressed in costume and participated
in the school's annual Halloween Day
parade.
According to Archania spokesperson Andrew Fletcher, the fraternity
did the community project to show
their concern for children of the
community, especially the Cleveland
School students. "Archania feels that
it is important to offer its support to
the Cleveland students who are still
recovering from the shock of last
year's attack on the school. We want
to show them that there are still people
willingtoreachoutandcareforthem."
. Fraternity members visited all the
classes, from kind~rgarten through

UOP supports
quake victims
By Bill Dotinga
Staff Writer

and
Sara Schroeder
Kirsten Miles - The Pacifican

Costumed Archites entutain Cleveland students.
eighth grade, as well as the classes for
deaf children. They passed out orange
pamphlctsonHalloweensafety, which
illustrated six main safety lips.

Kinko 's Copies assisted Archania
as sponsor of the project, and the UOP
Bookstore sold them the candy at a 20
percent discount.

AIDS SERIES, PART THREE:

Safety and knowledge
offer AIDS prevention
By Barbara Muller
International Editor
AIDS has been one of the "hot
topics" of the 80s. Information about
the disease has increased dramatically in recent years as research has
intensified.
Although much information is
available, many people really don't
understand what AIDS is, how infection occurs, and what can be done
to prevent the spread of the disease.
AIDS stands for acquired immonudeficiency syndrome. It is a
syndrome because it is characteriz~d
by the presence of a number of different diseases, including rare forms
of pneumonia and cancer.
AIDS is caused by the HIV, or
human immunodeficiency virus. The
virus directly attacks the immune
system and disrupts the body's normal immune response which protects it from disease. Cells vital to
the body's immune defenses are destroyed by the HIV, and the body can
no longer protect itself.
Antibodies to the virus usually
develop within a few weeks to six
months after infection. A small

Legislation written by UOP Public Safety allowing private universities and colleges to have peace officers is expected to be approved by the
State Legislature early next year.
The bill provides for private colleges and universities chartered by
the State of California to have peace
officers that have ·'te same jurisdiction as city police on icers. They would
have the same academy training as
peace officers and would be required
to meet the same standards. Their
jurisdiction would be limited to the
campus they serve, and a one mile
radius around that campus. There will
be enhanced liability protection, and
they would have emergency power all
over California.
Currently, UOP and Stanford
University are the only schools in
California that have peace officer::
active'mtheir campuses. UOP signed
a Memorandum of Understanding
with the City of Stockton Police
Department in 1983 which allowed
UOP security officers to be peace
officers. They aetas auxilary officers
of the Stockton Police Department.
Stanford has a similar agreement
All other private schools have
security officers. These officer's, as
were UOP's before the agreement with
the City of Stockton, are legally lim-

ited to making citizen's arrests. This
requires them to have observed the
crime. As peace officers, they can
make an arrest if they have reason to
believe that a crime occurred. Peace
officers have civil liability protection
that security officers do not.
Director of Public Safety Norm
Askew attempted to pass the bill in
1983, but did not have the support.
This time, President Atchley is on the
Executive Policy Committee of the
IndenpendentAssociation of California Colleges and Universities. In that
position, Atchley has been able to
encourage support for the bill.
The passage of the bili will enable
Public Safety to better serve the School
of Dentistry in San Francisco and
McGeorge School of Law in Sacramento, but will not greatly affect the
Stockton campus.
"Nobody will notice a difference
because functions as peace officers
won't be hampered or hindered by
providing emergency assistance or
response to areas immediately outside of campus," said Askew.
The proposal, Senate Bill 655
sponsored by Robert Presley of Ri verside County, has passed through all
committees, the last being the Assembly Ways and Means Committee in
September. Askew is confident !hat
the bill will pass by the frrst of the
year.

number of people take longer to develop the antibodies. It is not known
if everyone who is antibody positive
will later develop the disease. It is
assumed that anyone testing positive
for the antibody is capable of transmitting the virus.
At the present time there is no
known cure for AIDS, although some
medications show promise in slowing the spread ofthe virus through the
immune system.
The virus is difficult to catch. It
can not be picked up through casual
contact with others in schools, parties, swimming pools, or the
workplace. AIDS can't be contracted
from hugging, kissing, or touching an
infected person. It doesn't travel
through the air, mosquitos don't transmit it, and it doesn't survive on toilet
seats.
There are three main ways in which
the AIDS virus in spread, and each of
these involves the sharing of blood
products between an infected and
uninfected person. Having sex with
an infected person can spread the virus
as can sharing needles and syringes
between drug users. The third met)1<xl
of transmission is from the mother to

an unborn child.
Blood transfusions are now safe.
Before the virus had been detected
some people were infected by blood
transfusions, but now all donated
blood is teste-d. There is absolutely
no risk in donating blood.
Infection control is relatively
simple. Sharing contaminated
needles can be avoided, either by
not sharing the needles, or by cleaning the needles and syringes with a
solution of one part bleach to nine
parts water.
Sexual activites which present
no risk of infection art:: those which
involve only skin-to-skin contact
with no exchange of body fluids,
such as social kissing(dry), hugging and body massage.
Low risk activities include wet
kissing, intercourse while using a
condom, and oral and manual contact while using a condom or latex
dam.
Oral and manual contact without a condom are moderate risk
activities.
High risk sexual contact is any
form of intercourse without any form
of protection.

News Editor
More than two weeksagotheGreat
Quake of 1989 rumbled through
Northern California, causing extensive and widespread damage through
the San Francisco Bay Area. As the
area struggles to rebuild, projected
costs have risen to over $7 billion.
Adding insult to injury, Hurricane
Hugo earlier this fall depleted the
fmancial resources of the American
Red Cross.
In the days following the earthquake, millions of people from around
the world have responded to the needs
of those who were affected in the Bay
Area. The Red Cross has received
money, canned goods, blankets, clothing.
Groups at UOP have risen to the
occassion by donating money earned
from various philanthropy events to
the American Red Cross' Northern
California Earthquake fund.
A majority of the proceeds from
UOP's football game against Utah
State Nov. 4 will go to earthqu:tke
relief. For each $8 ticket sold, $7 will
benefit the fund, and for each $5 ticket
sold, the Red Cross will receive $4

from the Athletic De1•artment. Everyone who buys a ticket will be entitled to a free BBQ. Invited guests
include California Governor George
Dukemejian, but at press time it was
not known whether he or other digitaries would attend.
Delta Delta Delta was to have held
their "Musical Chairs" philanthr~py
event on October 21, but it was rained
out and changed to a raffie instead.
The sorority donated $284 directly to
the earthquake relief efforts.
Last Friday Phi Delta Theta held a
"Phis for Thighs" auction in which
the brothers sold themselves as slaves
by showing the audience only their
thighs. TI1e fraternity eruned about
$800 and is going out into the coramunity seeking for businesses to
match funds. Lucky Food Centers has
agreed to match the final total.
The weeks, months and years following the Great Quake are sure to
bring further needs of the American
Red Cross. Even as the organization
helps to rebuild the Bay Area, it must
also anticipate future natural disasters in the United States and its territories and surrounding allied nations.
The American Red Cross is in constant need of volunteers, goods and
money. The Stockton chapter welcomes donations at its office at 747 N.
Pershing Avenue.
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Student artists exhibit work in UOP Gallery•.•Sclected
works will be on display in the gaJJery, located on the second floor of the
McCaffrey Center, from Nov. 6-21. Entries will be chosen for exhibition
and awards by Margaret Stainer, curator of the '1hlone College Art Gallery
in Fremont The pu i>lic is invited to a receptim. and awards pr~ntation on
.Thursday, Nov. 9, from 6-8 p.m. in the gallery. Refreshments will be served
and the event is free.

Internationally prominent writer to visit UOP••• Al Young,
world-famed novelist, poet, film writer and essayist, will read from por·
tions of his work on Monday, Nov. 6, at 7 p.m. in the Gold Room. Young's
poetry, fiction and essays have been translated into mo~~ than. a dozen
languages. Young has wriuen screenplays for Sidney P01t1er, Btll Co~by
and Richard Pryor. He is currently a lecturer in literature and crcab.ve
writing at UC Santa Cruz. For more information contact the Enghsh
dei)artment at 946-2121.

Meeting for students interested in law.•.Dr. Robert Chaim,
assistant dean of students at McGeorge School of Law, will speak to
students interested in a legal career at 5:30p.m. Thursday, Nov. 2., in WPC
room 135. He will dicsuss what law schools look for in ~ntering students,
what the prospects for law students now are, and what courses arc useful to
take before taking the Law School Admission Test

SENATE REPORl (1
~

Pacific formal plans underway
By Bill Dotinga
Staff Writer

For the first time in its history,
ASUOP is sponsoring a Universitywide semi-formal dance. The dance
will be held in the Pacific Athletic
Club Nov. 11 at 8 p.m.
The Pacific Formal is being coordinated by ASUOP President Chinh
Vu and ConcertsManager Gary Miller.
According to Vu, a live band was
originally desired, but the committee
organizing the dance could not find
one that played a variety of music.
Therefore, a OJ has been hired to

provide the music.
.
.
Vu said that he he hopes thas semi·
formal will provide an opportunity
"for students to get together and promote student participation, spirit and
school unity. As a stud,ent leader, I
encourage people to come."
.
The Pacific Formal is in confl1ct
with the Tri Delta formal, but Vu
stated that ASUOP and leaders at Tri
Delta have been in contact over the
conflict, and that it was decided that
no matter what night was chosen for
the Pacific Formal, it would be in
conflict with some event. Consc·
quently, the Pacific Formal will be

held on the evening that was originally planned.
"We would really like to see a lot
of people come out for this," said Vu.
"We've alleviated the cost of the for·
mal, so financial difficulties should
not play a factor in whether people
come out or not." The price of the
Pacific Formal is $15 per couple and
$10 per person. Tickets are available
in limited numbers, so Vu encourages
people to buy them from the ASUOP
office or the tables around campus as
soon as possible.

ASUOP Elections and Bylaws
Committee restructures constitution

Nov. 4, the UOPTigers will face Utah State in a Big West football game at
7 p.m. at UOP.Tickets are $5 and $8. All but one dollar of every tic~et ~ld
will be donated to the American Red Cross. Ticket holders are also mvttcd
to a tailgate party on Knoles Field at4:30 p.m. To purchase tickets caJJ 9463999.

Health Center hosts open house.••CowellStudentHealth Center
inviteS students,faculty and staff to see their new look. The open house will
take place Nov. 2 from 4-6 p.m.

Eurn university credit on trips abroad...'I\venty-one travel
vacations for 1990 are available through San Jose State University. College
credit car be earned and it is not necessary to be a SJSU student to
participate ln the program. For a free catalog includin~ all itinerari~ and
registration information, call (408) 924-2680, or wnte to Intcmati.onal
Travel Programs, Office of Continuing Education, San Jose State Umversity, San Jose. CA 95192-0135.

Housing and dining services close for Thanksgiving
vacation •••from Wednesday, Nov. 22 at 10 a.m. to Sunday, Nov. 26 at 2
p.m. Students who must stay must make reservations with their head
residents no later than Nov. 8. Meal cards will not be valid during vacation.
The last meal served will be dinner on Tuesday.Nov. 21.a,nd the fll'Sl meal
will be dinner on Sunday, Nov. 26. Pacific Express plans ancfcasn'can be
used during vacation in the Summit and Redwood Room.

International Dinner sponsored by International Students Association...Nov. 18 in Raymond Great Hall. Tickets must be
pUIChased in advance and are available in the Office of International
Services in Bechtel Center.

The Elections and Bylaws Committee, an ASUOP Senate subcommittee, is facing a busy year restructuring the existing ASUOP
constitution.
Because ASUOP is currently
operating under a different structure
than what is specified in the
constitution, it is being altered to reflect the change.
This year,the committee's work is
crucial. The chair of the committee,
freshman Senator Tim Pettitt, works
closely with the Board of Constitutional Review to begin the massive
overhaul of the constitution. The
Board of Constitutional Review is
comprised of presidential appointees
and acts as the "supreme court,"
making the final interpretations of the
constitution.
Typically, the committee's main
duty is to oversee the various elections that occur during the course of
the academic year. Its members are
constantly reviewing and revising the
ASUOP bylaws and acting as caretakers of the constitution. The com-

Staff Writer

Hand Bags & Small Leather Goods Repaired
FRIENDLY SERVICE
COMPETITIVE PRICES
Tues · Frl 8:00 am To 5:30pm
Sat
8:00am To 5:00pm
714 W Swain...........................................478-5728
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Elections and Bylaws Committee joseph Andranian, Hayden
Watson, MicheUe Glau and Tim Pettitt
mittee is also active in the processing COPA representative Michelle Glau,
of occasional amendments to the OASISrepresentativeTrishaPerreira,
constitution. If requested, the com- off-campus representative Joseph
mittee will ac;sist constituent schools Andranian, sophomore representative
with their elections. According to the Hayden Watson, and Speaker of the
ASUOP bylaws, it is also the respon- Senate J olm Carmichael• as a nonsibility of the committee to work for voting member.
the highest possible voter turnout.
Other committee members are

than the chapter had expected, and get involved either by donating money
organizers hope this year's drive will to the United Way Campaign, or by
be an even greater success. One thou- volunteering their time to the San
sand employees from UOP are en- Joaquin chapter. Students who are
couraged to contribute to the drive. interested in getting involved may
There are 35 volunteers around cam- contact Rosson at 946-2177.
The United Way helps such orpus passing out donation cards and
brochures. UOP support has put ,the
campaign over the halfway mark, with
$14,000 donated as of Oct. 25. The
drive continues until Nov. 15.
Pes@osson, campaign chair for
the UOP drive, said that students can
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With A Bang !!
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The United Way Campaign of
"People Hclpin:; People" is underway on the UOP campus. It is a drive
to reach the United Way's goal of
$22,000 in contributions for the San
Joaquin office. The United Way helps
non-profit organizations by allocat·
broad to narrow participation. He ing funds donated in their drives and
believes that students perceive inter- through contributions.
collegiate athletics as exclusive to
Last year's response was larger
scholarship students.
Currently there are 14 intercolle-giate sports. Leland would like to
UNIVERSAL BUSINESS MACHINES
increase the number of sports at UOP
and make existing sports more visCopiers and Printers Repaired
ible.
Leland also spoke of the need to
Complete Typewriter Repair
win. "We have an unsuccessful athI.B.M. Sales and Service
letics pmgram in terms of winning,"
he said. "Believing you have a chance
"If it types or copies, we can fix it."
to win is necessary for a good experience. ,Athletics can destroy self-esComplete Typewriter Rentals
teem as well as boost it."
At UOP the athletes are students
463-9931
2710 Fremont
fust and athletes second, Leland said.
Or
It is hard for small private schools to
Stockton, Ca. 95205
472-1165
be competitive.
"We don't have the balance between campus goals and what we are
doing athletically," said Leland, but
in time he believes the two can mesh.
After Subbiondo, Benedetti and
Leland spoke, students were able to
ask questions and make comments.

Students meet
administrators

UIW .

United Way campaign underway at UOP
By Kelly Hochman

SPEAKERS FORUM:

(FORUM, from page 1)
Both Subbiondo and Benedetti
agreed that Stockton is rich in cultural
diversity and natural resources. They
feel that UOP should take advantage
of its location. "Cultural diversity
enriches education, not takes away
from it," said Subbiondo. Benedeui
commended the successful Community Involvement Program at UOP.
Ted Leland, a UOPalumnae, talked
aboutthehistoryofUOPathleticsand
the present challenges the athletic
department faces.
The athletics program costs a great
deal of money to operate. The program has taken increasingly more
money from the endowment every
year, rising from 2 percent to 4.3
percent of the endowment. Leland
feels that it is the athletics depart·
ment's responsibility to control expenses.
Another challenge UOP faces is
improving the ~cipation rates in
sports, said leland. Over the years the
philosophy has changed from one of

Staff Writer
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UOP and tile Stockton Record join forces to raise
funds.••for the Northern California earthquake relief effort. On Saturday,
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(CPS)- It's now illegal for students in Iowa State University dorms
to rent a video, plunk it into a VCR
llfl(lwatchitwithagroupoffriendsin
a TV lounge.
If some movie industry officials
have their way, students at every college with a shared TV lounge will
soon know it's illegal as well.
"It's kind of stupid. We weren't
hurting anybody," complained ISU
student Steven Reidell. "This was
something fun and non-alcoholic to
do."
It also violated copyright laws,
ISU administrators warned dorm residents in September. In a letter distributed to students as they moved into
~ir dorm rooms, administrators said
that showing videos to groups larger
than "a normal circle of a family and
its social acquaintances" without a
license was illegal.
It's "an issue of public performanceand could violate the law," agreed
a spokeswoman with the U.S. Copyright Office in Washington, D.C.
Movie industry lawyers say they're
aggressivc.ly telling administrators at
other campuses to either pay video
distribution companies a fee or warn
~ir students not to have video pardes.
"We send schools a letter saying
that they could be in trouble for violating the copyright law," said Tom
Fox, a salesman for Chicago-based
Films, Inc., which claims to be the
nation's biggest distributor of Hollywoodftlms.
The letter tells schools they can
either pay Fdms, Inc. a licensing fee
or be reported to the Motion Picture
Association of America (MPAA), the
New York-based trade group that helps
swdios protect their copyrights.

The MPAA, in turn, could sue the
school for fines of up to $25,000 and
punitive damages of up to $10 000
per video dorm residents have sh~wn
"The MPAA is vehement abou~
protecting copyrights," MPAA
spokesman Mark Harrod explained
"~use if you don't own your copy~
nght, you don't own anything."
The association, however, has not
actually sued any schools or students
so far. "At this point, the MPAA has
not found a need to take a college to
court," reported Films, Inc. video
licensing director, Darrell Kasper.

It's fun, it's nonalcoholic, but...
it's illegal.
Yet the decision has rrightencd a
fair share of campuses. Bowdoin,
Eastern Oregon State and Central
colleges have all paid licensing fees
to Films, Inc. or Swank, another distributor, for the right to let students
show videos in dorms. Groups at
Creighton, North Carolina State and
Central Connecticut State universities, among others, have also paid
licensing fees.
The amount of the fees depends on
the size of the school, said Jeff Siegel,
a Films, Inc. executive. They may
range from $200 to $10,000 a year.
Depending on the kind of plan the
8,000 students at Iowa State's
Richardson Court dorm complex
choose, they could pay anywhere from
$2,000 to $7,500 for the school year.
The money will most likely come
out of the dorm residents' annual
activities dues, said Blair Laddusaw,
a member of Richardson Court's stu-

dent government, which expects to
decide on the licensing plan this
month.
TulsaJuniorCollege in Oklahoma,
for one, decided such fees were too
high, and opted to let students show
16mm films on campus instead, said
student activities director, DiAnne
Hembree. Rental fees cover licensing
rights for the 16mm films.
Some campuses have decided not
to pay at all. "Some schools have
basically said, 'Come get us,'" conceded Siegel, who refused to name
them. "We know there is a lot of
illegal video going on. These people
are opening themselves up to possible
litigation."
The distributors depend on informants to find campus video outlaws.
"It's not being policed in the sense
that people arc being hired to observe," said Chicago copyright lawyer Ivan Bender. "A lot of violations"
arc found when marketing companies
get copies ofstudent papers or ads and
happen to notice stories about videos.
Such was the case at Iowa State,
where a client of Bender's saw an
article in the Iowa State Daily last
spring about a video party and forwarded the clipping to Bender.
Bender then wrote to Julie Christensen, the reporter responsible for
the story, and informed ISU oiTicials
of the apparent copyright law violation.
In response, officials informed
students as they returned in the fall
that they could no longer rent videos
for group showings. The students were
not amused.
They fired off a letter of protest to
the campus paper labeling administrators as "fun haters." Four-hundred
eighty-four students signed the letter.
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(CPS)- Looking for some quick cash to help out the be cutting their own throats. Yet, that is what Congress is
national deficit, the U.S. House of Representatives ap- asking," said Kaplan.
"We don' t make exceptions for anybody else, why
proved a measure on Oct. 9 to grant a six-month amnesty
should we with people who have defaulted on their student
to student loan defaulters.
Under the plan. defaulters could repay their overdue loans?" asked Kaplan.
The Congressional Budget Office (CBO) also doubts
student loans without penalty and, in the process, have
the measure would solve any long-term default problems.
their bad credit ratings erased.
House supporters predicted the amnesty would help In an analysis gi vcn to lawmakers, the CBO estimated that
the government collect approximately $25 million in a rush of payments now would decrease the amounts
overdue loans from Oct. 1, 1989, through Sept. 30, 1990. collected in future years. It predicted the amnesty would
Nearly $2 billion in loans are in default, reported the have "no real effect" in cutting the amount of money in
default.
U.S. Deparunent of Education.
Most of those who would take advantage of the am"Our concern is not that the federal government wants
nesty,
the CBO added, probably would be people who had
to grant amnesty," said Marvin Kaplan of the Associated
small
balances left on loans they had already partially
Credit Bureaus, a trade association. "The problem is that
the integrity of credit reporting would be seriously in repaid.
Last year, an estimated 4.2 million students borrowed
danger if we wiped out (defaulters') credit records."
a
total
of $412 million from the government to go to
Whenapersondefaultsonaloanordoesn'tpayacredit
an average of $2,857 per student.
college,
card bill, it becomes part of his or her credit history. Some
The
measure
still must be approved by the Senate and
credit grantors barter with customers and will take the bad
law
by
President Bush before it will take effect.
signed
into
history off the record if the bill is paid.
"Most credit grantors won't do this, though. It would
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Negative tests yield positive· results
Larry Mathias
Editor in Chief, The Torch
Roosevelt University, Chicago, IL
(CPS) -An Illinois state representative wants to give
students who take drug tests a break in getting state college
fmancial aid.
Under Republican Jerry Weller's plan, which he expects to introduce this spring, students who submit to a
drug test and come up clean would get preference in
fmancial aid consideration over an equally qualified
applicant who refuses to take the test.
"If you have two candidates who are equal in every
other way, the drug-free youth would be given preference," Weller said during his announcement of the plan
earlier in October. "If one is far above another (in need),
the program would not deny the person assistance. We
already have veteran preferences and afflfJllative action
programs. so there is a precedent."

$$ATTENTION $$
Now hiring full and part
time people to show our
products in retail stores.
Daytime, evening and
weekends available. Set
your own schedule.
Contact
Eletrolux
Corporation at466-9519 or
apply in person at 3065
Waterloo Rd. E.O.E.

Civil libertarians, however, blasted the idea as an
invasion of privacy.
"We believe it's probably unconstitutional," said Jay
Miller, executive director of the Illinois branch of the
American Civil Liberties Union. "I suspect it's not going
to go anywhere. You can't make benefits dependent upon
giving up constitutional rights."
John Heneghan, Roosevelt University's student senate
president and a voting member of the school's board of
trustees, said giving up one's privacy is worth it. "You
should be willing to give up (privacy) if you want the
benefits."
Already, students who get federal loans and grants are
required to sign a statement promising they do not and will
not use illegal drugs. College officials, moreover, are
required to have some kind of anti-drug program in place.
Earlier this fall, in support of President Bush's "war on
drugs," William Bennett, the President's "drug czar,"
threatened to cut off financial aid to students who attend
colleges that do not have "tough" anti-drug policies.
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;:;JNTERNATIONAL
World
Beat
Soviets find
room in Pact

tion.
Lawson resigned following a
disagreement with Thatcher's parttime advisor, Sir Alan Walters.

Soviet officials announced Sunday that the Kremlin would not
object if Hungary chose to leave the
Nearly 70,000 supporters of the
Warsaw Pact, or if East and West
African National Congress gathered
Germany chose to reunite.
Gorbachev declared last week at a political rally last Sunday.
The rally was the largest in the
that the U.S.S.R. has no moral right
history
of the ANC, and was held
to interfere with changes under way
in the Soviet-bloc nations of East- with theacquicscenceofthegovernment.
em Europe.
This is the latest of several steps
Gorbachev also stated a willingness to disband the Warsaw Pact if recently inaugurated President
theWestdissolvesNATO. Thisstep Frederik de Klcrk has made in a
has been rejected by the Bush ad- change away from apartheid.
ministration.

ANC holds rally

Earthquakes
strike Algeria

New violence
erupts in Peru

A wave ofviolence swept through
Two earthquakes struck North- Peru last weekend as leftist guerrilem Algeria last Sunday night. At las attempted to disrupt Nov. 12
least 19 people were lcilled, and municipal elections.
At least 51 people were killed,
approximately 100 were injured.
The French government an- · including four policemen, five cannounced that it is offering emer- didates, and 27 rebels.
President Alan Garcia extended a
gency aid to Algeria.
The force of the quakes was state of emergency by 60 days, leavestimated at six on theRichter seale. ing more than half the country under
martial law.

British finance
minister resigns
Britain's fmance minister, Nigel
Lawson,resignedlastThursday. His
resignation precipitated a fall in the
value of the pound and calls for
Prime Minister Thatcher's resigna-

Rebels will talk
The Tigray People's Liberation
Front, an Ethiopian rebel group, said
it will begin peace negotiations with
the Ethiopian government.
This is the second rebel group to
begin negotiations in recent months.

In August. Academic Vice President Subbiondo met with an affiliation of academics to discuss the
development of the School of International Studies. The meeting featured professors disciplined in political science, cultural anthropology,
modem language, economics, sociology, and business and public administration.
Subbiondoaskedthegrouptotake
the challenge to create an educational
experience that first would be intellectually enriching and academically
defensible, and second would be
administered in such a way as to
enhance the school's goals.
In October the faculty agreed on
lOeducational goals that SIS students
ideally should obtain after completion of four years in the school:
1. An understanding of the interactions and interdependencies which
link the various parts of the world,
and of the activities occurring over it
--the ways its peoples interact (politically, economically, technically and
culturally), imerpretations of why they
act that way, and the present and
possible consequences of those interactions.
2. Knowledge of the diversity of
those engaged in these global processes.
3. An indepth knowledge of one
non-U.S. area, including its language
where possible.
4. A clear and critical understanding of their personal ethical positions.
5. Knowledge of disciplinary
perspectives and methods of research
relevant to understanding the international world.
6. Knowledge ofinterdisciplinary
approaches to international studies.

7. Competency in a second lan-

guage.
8. Theabilitytothink,rcad,speak,
and write analytically and clearly.
9. The ability to carry out independent research.
10. The ability to plan and carry
out a group project.
Interim Dean Reuben Smith com-

~'There

has to be a
crispening of
exactly what the
goals of SIS are... "
- Robert Benedetti
COP Dean

men ted on the goals and their relation
to the mission of the school. He said,
"There are three parts to the mission.
First, we establish what it is we want
our students to have when they graduate -- those ten goals represent that.
Second, we determine how the school
can help the rest of the University in
internationalizing its curriculum -bring out the whole world to all students and programs. Third, we utilize
the relationship of the University with
the outside community, particularly
here in Stockton."
Subbiondo expressed similar objectives but placed heavy emphasis

upon the need for distinction of purpose. "There's no point in having a
School oflntcmational Studies if what
itoffers is offered elsewhere," he said.
Dean Bcnedcui of the College of
the Pacific conveyed equal interest in
the specifics of the school. He said,
"There has to be a crispening of exactly what the goals of SIS are so they
can say to people, 'this is what we do
and don't do."'
These considerations are actively
being pursued by the faculty, and a
statement of a core curriculum for
SIS is presently being deliberated.
Once a strong sense of direction is
established a search for a dean wiJI
commence. Subbiondopromised that
the hiring freeze would have no effect
on the search, but that a dean would
not be hired for the 89-90 academic
year.
Interim Dean Smith said, "It is
frrst necessary to spell out what the
school wants to do and be. The school
will not be looking for a 'leader on a
white horse who will lead us out of the
wilderness and into the promised
land."' Instead he said that the school
will look for someone "compatible,
flexible and having a sense of what
the school is about."
Smith is not only the interim dean
of SIS, but also the dean of the graduate school. The consequences of the

lping

Foreign student experiences culture shock
By ~ukesti Martono
Guest Writer
Getting an opportunity to study in
me veryfrom
happy
and
Americaat made
excited
first. Coming
another
culture, I fJCStdevclopcd a false frame
f referenceaboutthewayAmericans
olive,
think and act. False because I
brought and used subjective social
normsandcustomstojudgethepeople
I met in the new environment.
It was my flrst day in the U.S.A.,
when I had a very strange experience.
Americanstudentsbehavequitefrcely,
hugging and kissing each other in
public. I could hardly believe my
eyes. For a person brought up in a
very traditional culture, this was a
shocking experie'lce.
In my
culture
behaving
in such a way
may
take
place only in a very private place.
Even touching between different
genders who are not spouses is forbidden by religion and tradition.
Furthermore, the way Ute students
dress in school gave me another

we sbou1d respect T~ my .~ullij~.
~chers are to be respected. bcca4~e.
they ~~ the ~asters of ~nowledg~.
Thus It IS agamst the soc1al norms. 1f
we treat them as cqual s by calhng
thcm by ftrst name.
1n some p1aces, such as Central
Java, the 1ocal language uses three
levels of speech for very high, high
and low levels. . Very high level is
used especially to talk to leaders,
professors•.grandparcnts and parents.
~etween fnends, younger brothers _or
SISters and people of lower soc1al
ta
th
.
s tus, e common language IS the
low .te~el. As in French, we usc "Tu"
for mttmate and close relationships
and
for distance and respect.
s1m1tarly, in English we say "Sir,

·:v~"

Mr._or Mrs. , to show respect, while

calh?g b~ first names is for close
relauonsh1ps. Although I have been
· America for over a year now, it is
m
still difficult for me to call ourprofessors by first names.
Another strange experience that I
encountered in u classroom situation

strange impression. Most of them
wear shorts and T-shirts to attend
classes and to see professors. In Indonesian universities you will not see
students wearing shorts and T-shirts,
because it is considered improper to
wear such clothing in the school
environment.
Terms of address to faculty members are also different in my culture. 1
first could not understand why most
of my classmates called their professors by their fJCSt names. For instance, calling professors Sue, Roger
or John is very difficult for me; it
makesmefeelasiflamtalkinginan
impolite manner to a person whom

PROTESTANT
WORSHIP
SERVICE

MORRIS

CHAPEL
Sunday
Nov. 5
11:00 am

was io/~n ~ professor w~s,te~ching.
Some students were behaving indifferently, sitting with both legs on the
table while others sat on the floor.
Surprisingly, the professor did not
even take notice of such behavior. He
just continued teaching as ifthe students were behaving themselves.
For me, the crisis moments come
when there is a debate between the
professor and the students who are
not satisfied with the way the professor teaches. Here the students freely
express their dissatisfaction
·
Why do I have such confusing_

.

feelings and shocking e.Xperi~nces
about what has been going on in
campus? Now I have the answer:
People from all ov·"r the world have
..,
different cultures, customs
and tradiu·ons.

Editors Note: Sukesti Martono is a
graduate student majoring in curriculum and instruction. He is anative ofI ndonesiz.
Students who have studied abroad
are encoWJged to submit stories red' th ·
·
ga1< mg etr expenences
.
.
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"Pe<tpledon't want to undersl
ma!nitude of this," said Dr. S
tter in response to the Oct
qcake.
Troter,aneducation and COUI
ingps}'!lhology professor, is cuff
~b tical. Since the earlhq
be ha been spending mosl ol
spare e helping the Pajaro Sc
Syste in Watsonville try to get
to norrlJal.
Th UOP professor is very a
inresevching the amount of stro
elemctJary school teachers. Ill
been dtllecting a personality ir
lory o teachers' ability to hi
~· frouer is especially inter
m.help &teachers in Watson viii
Wlth •r...·
u~o;lrregular amount of StrC
wellas!henewtraumatic stress Cl
by the ' quake Lwo weeks al
All e schools in the Watsol
~ h Ne incorporated a post
mauc
·
feelth ss program open to an•
.~. dy need a litUeextra help '
Ul; sc
Is ha
.
afte
ve opened up
r le earth
psych logist anduake, they hj
fessiollt\1 on
mental healLI
"W\ ca11.
ISonville was hit pretty b
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' Adventures in "recland"
~·L

\ fy'San~ra L. Cole

•

·~

spot to practice your double axels and
ice skati~g figures. You can also flip a
p_uck dunng a heated ice hockey ses-

Guest Wnter

lfyouareoneofthemanycampus

~\ ,asuals. th~t have b~n mesmerized

··; into behevmg that dunng the Califor-~1 pia version of winter, the closest rec. t ¢~tion sites are owned by Sacramento,
~~~ the Bay Area or the Sierra Nevadas,
·" then a deprogramming session is
~ warranted.
. I Autumn is now upon us. As you
. 01 , 0ntemplate theonsetofwinter in the
I~ great central valley of San Joaquin,
\ do you envision sulking in your dorm
r( ~~ room. gazing out the window into the
."'l' famous "Tule Fog"? Do you dred the
. thought of pacing the halls or jogging
~·~ rrom class to class to bum off all of
Ia that excess energy? Does spending
lilt.. your Saturdays within the confines of
~'1 ~~ the Rec Room hold a sacred place on
, Qtors your itinerary of fascinating places to
'9 Q~~ visit in the greater Stockton area?
llfl~
Well, let me provide you with a
1
10f SU tour of some of the possibilities for
' extra-curricular activities to ward off
the Sunrise Seaport's prime boredom
~ tiJne, which is soon to be upon us all.
-~~ RecreationalfacilitiesintheStock~ ton area are available in a variety of
.. .....~~1!11•"--·\' community sponsored sports and
l't1111r activities.
'&~
For cold enthusiasts, the Oak Park
lkrtll Ice Arena furnishes a slick, crystal
•h surface. Located directly east ofUOP
ICI.tq11• on Alpine, the ice arena is an excellent

SIOn.

Are blades too thin an edge for
you? Why not try wheels? Hammer
Skate, located at 31 I 9 West Hammer
Lane boasts a smooth hardwood floor
that is open weeknights and weekends to help you expend some of that
youthful vigor.
If global is your game, Stockton

Recreational facilities are available in a variety of
community sponsored sports and
activities.
has two bowling alleys that will give
you the opportunity to knock down
some pins. Pacific Bowl is located
justa short jaunt northward, and West
Lane Bowl is an alternative site for
bowlers who like doing it in the country.

Care for something more exotic in
the form of a workout? Why not dabble
in the martial arts? The Stockton area
offers a wide variety of styles in "the
arts," includingTaeKwon Do, Aikido,
Shou Sho, Goju Ryu and Renbukai
(which, by the way, is directed by
UOP's own Black Belt Hall ofFamcr,

·!~

-~~ Helping
-...~oli!ICmlllrOllt!

Editor's note: This is the first ofa
three part series offun things to do in
Stockton. These stories are wrilten by
students in Dr. Mueller's Advanced
Expository Writing class.

Faces
ofUOP
Senior Stephen Ifft has made his mark
on the UOP campus during his four years.
Ifft is majoring in mechanical engineering.
lfft has also participated as a student
advisor for three years.
"I think it is really important to make a
good impression right away on the incoming freshmen," said Ifft.
Serving on the Board ofConstitutional
Review is another one oflfft's activities.
"The board is like a grand jury. We vote
on election codes, bylaws and other related information pertaining to the school,"
said lfft
Along with academic involvements,
lfft is associated with Phi Delta Theta and
the year-old Pacific Christian Fellowship.

Story by Susan Brooks; Photo by Gil Castillo

TO PARTICIPATE OR NOT TO PARTICIPATE

Upcoming music ·recitals
should entertain UOP
By Susan Brooks
Feature Editor

The purpose of this column is to
inform the readers of what activities
are available on campus and alert
them of upcoming events; at least that
is what I try to accomplish.
Some of the students enrolled in
aftershocks people feel more trauthe
Conservatory of Music are rematic stress," said Trotter.
quired
to put on recitals. Music perSome of the Watsonville residents
formance
majors are required to put
of
the
"next
quake"
are in such fear
that they are moving inland to avoid on a recital every year. Music education majors put on one recital throughall the trembling.
Trotter is supervising a student out their four years at school. Those in
who is currently in Watsonville for an any of the other majors in the Conserintership. Jose Avila, the intern, was vatory are not required to have aredown .in the area before the earth- cital! but they can do so ifilie9~.i:
quake occurred, and is assisting in tion for the performance. ':IUuJz o
Here is the Conservatory ofMu~ic
any way he can. Avila is a doctural
Student
Recital schedule for the restudent in counseling psychology.
maining
months in the semester.
The crisis intervention team is
•Nov.
4, 8:15p.m. - Scniorrecital
doing all they can in the Aramos area.
by
Becky
Bailey, piano, assisted by
They have made handouts that comGina
Griffiths,
piano.
fort the residents, help them understand it is okay to be scared, and
encourage them to be truthful. These
handouts are printed in both English
and Spanish.
"Chris Amato, director of special
services, and Jim Baker, superintendent of the Pajaro School District,
have been doing an amazing job,"
said Trotter. They have incorporated
into the old curriculum some emotional content and process event in'UOP 'Discounts
formation.
The community is having a rough
time due to the recent bad weather,
but they are pulling together as a
community.

out earthquake victims

le'Rti - - - - - - - - - - - -

b~itc~

Ron Marchini). By learning self defense along with physical conditioning you can kill two birds with
one...chop.
For those interested in flexing their
pees, the Quail Lakes Health Spa on
March Lane provides a healthy atmosphere and a well-equipped gym.
By far the most extensive facility
in the area is the West Lane Racquet
Club located on the comer of Bianchi
Lane and West Lane, just northeast of
the University. For just $35 a month,
you can participate in year-round
weight training, swimming, aerobic
workouts and indoor basketball. The
facility hosts a spa and sauna, and for
an additional $15 a month ($50), you
can hone your tennis and racquetball
skills on their indoor courts. They are
open evenings for members' convenience. If you are interested in joining,
call473-7171 for more information.
This marks the end of my little rec
tour. For those intrepid souls who
care to venture out into the mist of the
oncoming, inclement weather, I hope
your interest has peaked. Look into
some of these activities available to
you in the local community and avoid
the annual dorm doldrums .

Stephen Ifft

By Susan Brooks
Feature Editor

"People don't want to understand
- - -- - - - the magnitude of this," said Dr. Steve
Trotter in response to the Oct 17
earthquake.
Trotter, an education and counseling psychology professor, is currently
on sabbatical. Since the earthquake,
he has been spending most of his
spare time helping the Pajaro School
System in Watsonville try to get back
to normal.
The UOP professor is very active
in researching the amount of stress on
elementary school teachers. He has
been collecting a personality inventory on teachers' ability to handle
stress. Trotter is especially interested
in helping teachers in Watsonville cope
with their regular amount of stress, as
well as the new traumatic stress caused
by the earthquake two weeks ago.
All the schools in the Watsonville
area have incorporated a post traumatic stress program open to any who
feel they need a little extra help. Since
the schools have opened up again
after the earthquake, they have a
psychologist and mental health professional on call.
"Watsonville was hit pretty badly,"

saidTrotter. "Fifty percent of the buildings will probably have to be destroyed by a wrecking ball and then
rebuilt. On Lincoln Road, half of the
street is wiped out. On some streets
there's not a single chimney standing.
A couple thousand people have been
displaced due to the quake.
.. ..lt is difficult to help some of
these people because they won 'tlook
for the help. Most are migrant workers who fear emigration. They are

"Watsonville was
hit pretty badly.
50 percent of the
homes will have to
... be rebuilt"
-Steve Trotter
here on green cards and won't get
aid."
Very few people in Watsonville
have earthquake insurance, and they
arc in great fear of the aftershocks that
still might come. Just when the volunteers in the area assist the residents of
Watsonville in regaining control over
their lives, another tremor happens.
"Everyone is just becoming emotionally back together; yet with the

I

•Nov.l3,8:15p.m.-Juniorrecital
by Richard Baldwin, piano.
•Nov. 15,8:15 p.m.- Senior recital by Natalie Zorovic, mezzo-soprano.
•Nov.l6,8:15p.m.-Juniorrccital
by Daniellc Dick, soprano.

"I am the furthest
thing from a
musician, but at
least I can admire
the talent that
others have.
•NeV:JPS,-8:15 p.m.

p

have. (I have a friend who has been
trying to teach me piano for the past
two years, and trust me, I am a hopeless case.)
All of the music recitals this semester are in the Recital Hall, with the
exception of Kristen Henry who will
be performing in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.
Admission to all of these recitals
is free. I encourage everyone to witness at least one of these wonderful
performances.

Senior re-

cital-'t)}i'Krlst'en Benry, percussion.

·N~v.' 19, 8:15p.m.- Senior recital by Laura Waltensperger, flute.
I attended a couple of recitals last
year, and they are amazing. I am the
furthest thing from a musician, but at
least I can admire the talent that others

Tuxedo Rentals
and Sales
for all occasions
- Large selection of commerbund
and ties including metallics in a
wide variety of colors.

$5.00 OFF FOR

UOPSTUDENTS
Free tuxedo for groom
(for wedding party of 5 or more)

1774 W. Hammer Ln.
(Park Woods Center)
477-2442
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--EDITORIAL----.

Number 10 and rising
UOP was recently ranked lOth among Western regional
colleges and universities by U.S. News and World Report.
Make that number 10 and rising if the new generation of UOP
administration is allowed to maximize its influence.
Three members of this new generation--Academic Vice
President Joseph Subbiondo, COP Dean Robert Benedetti, and
Athletic Director Ted Leland--were on hand at last week's
speaker's forum presented by COPA and the ASUOP Senate.
Each of these men is in his first full year at Pacific, and each
is a man of humor, integrity and vision. On top of that, each
brings a welcome enthusiasm for the. new directions UOP is
taking.
These new directions include restructuring the General
Education program to give it more focus and depth; changing
class schedule hours to provide a more stimulating academic
environment and access to a greater variety of classes for all
students; and providing greater utilization of the athletic department for all students. We think some of these changes may
be debatable, but their overall purpose--to improve academics-is not
Unlike most schools, we have a balance of professional
education and the liberal arts, but the two must become more
integrated if we all are to benefit fully from their existence. In
addition, we must make better use 6f the cultural diversity
present in Stockton to enhance the quality of the UOP educational experience. We must also realize that a non-exclusive
athletic depanment, if run properly, can benefit the entire
University, not hinder it.
We may be small in size, but we are a school of great
variety and potential. To reach our academic peak, we must pull
all our disparate entities together, so that each student receives
an education both in and out of the classroom that is broader in
spectrum and fulfillment.
Moving towards these and other new directions will take a
commitment to excellence from both students and administration. The new administration seems worthy of the challenge;
we hope the student body is as well.

l
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
New library
technology
explained
I would like to congratulate Sara
Schroeder on her excellent description of CD-ROM in her article "Library Explores Technology" in the
Oct. 4 Pacifican. However, I would
like to make a few corrections. Ms.
Schroeder is correct that ERIC will be
the frrstlibrary CD-ROM purchase (it
will be in place by spring semester).
However,ERIC is nota "collection of
scientific material;" rather, it is a collection of educational material. Also,
about half of the material contained in
lliYf1if journal material, while the
other half is "fugitive material"
(material not published anywhere else
such as conference proceedings, curriculum guides, research reports, etc.).
Some researchers may be familiar
with the print counterparts to this CDROM product called Current Index to
Journals in Education (CIJE) and
Resources in Education (RIE).
Also, it is true that this product
will allow researchers the capabilities

of online searching now available
through our Computer Assisted Research Service (CARS) without having to pay the cost that is now passed
on to them. However, this online servicedoes not"search libraries throughout the area"; rather, it searches host
systems which the library subscribes
to through four different online database vendors. Thus, while we will be
adding more CD-ROM products over
the coming years, we may never be
able to own as many databases on
CD-ROM as we have access to
through subscription.
Karen Snure
Reference Librarian/
Database Coordinator
UOPLibrary
I

Behind the
Moslem veil

'

A Moslem woman should cover
her hair and neck down to her feet.
She can show only her face and hands
to the public. She can takeoff her veil
only for her husband, sons, brothers,
father, father-in-law, uncles, nephews,

and grandsons.
Islam respects women so much;
thus, Islam makes women show their
beauty only to the people mentioned
above. How, you might wonder, would
wearing a veil make a woman respectable?
God distinguishes people from
animals by giving them a soul, so God
does not want us to be on the same
level with animals. Thus, when a
woman shows her beauty to other
people just to auract men in order to
have a relationship, or she wants a
man to say she is beautiful, doing so
puts a woman on the same level as an
animal. I am not saying women who
don't wear veils are animals, but this
kind of behavior is similar to animal
behavior. How would wearing a veil
make a woman respectable? The
answer is that wearing a veil carries
• women to their humanity.
When I said that women who don't
wear veils have similar behavior to
animals, I meant the society will be
like a jungle. There will be a lot of
crimes like rape. In the U.S., for example, everyday a rape occurs. In Iran
or SaudiaArabia, and I am not exaggerating, there are no rape crimes.
Why? Because women over there
cover themselves.

and strongly encouraged. Guest columns and lellers to the editor must be
submllted hr typed form by Friday noon. All/etters to the editor must have a verifiable
signature, local address and phone number. The Paclflcan reserves the right to edit
all submitted materials. Editorial comments reflect the views and opinions of the
maforlty o(tM Paclflcan editorial board, unless personally signed.
The Paclfcan offiCe is located on the third floor ofIIand hall, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. or by appointment.
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Three more chances to write a letter to the editor this semester. That's all.
Do it today!
/
_

pinion
1

AS part of a retrospccti 1
t decade, we prcsc
til: paspacifican editorials o~
ft~rn

11 years.

Hazing at
UOP, part

two

Nov. 14, 1980
Last week a UOP st~d
gtn held to his hca~ whll

tried to negouate th(
fJt>m a local Gemco sup
ery year hundreds of
pJOple, some as young as t
Oll.arekilleddelibcratcly<
t41y by fireanns ...
Since Stockton is fur
s:fest place in the world, 1
measure ...might go a

bi!S

In view of recently anno
steps to reduce or eliminate frate
hazing, the following from an ·
rial in the 1891 Naranjado, the yo
book of the University, is of in
"It cannot be denied that
·r. l!f.d 1Jlakin~~.t9,~R~~,<31
college customs involve wrong
cip1es ~ ~ . but' \h(!ifast generalioil n saC~ from lhSf 1 ~r,cot
witnessed a maRC&! advance, from ,.• • ult Or m ur4~· r
ethical point of view, in the al
Nov. 5, 1982
complete eradication of hazing.•
We
are all gathered he
The more things change, the
pty
memory
to somcthi
they seem to remain the same.
blCn very good to us all, 1
s.vagely murdered last y
HaroldS.J3 t\ing that we have come tc
Class of'28
liNe, something we willa
ex-faculty mem
aJ Winter Term. (A four- 1
ay session) ...
A funny point to look
dot the same people that
1r Tenn are now having
p-oblem of a dying insttt
They killed Winter li·
llaybe it is the collcg
to kill the Univc
Don't waste time or your thoughts. c:~nce
g>mg here.

Three more issues

The Paclflcan Is published every Thursday, except during vacations and final exams
week, by students o( the University of the Pacific. Comments from readers are

Moslem women who do not wea
veils are, in my opinion, not comp!CII
Moslem people. I want to make c1ta
that women who don't wear veils an
not animals, but by doing so wa
create an animal society.
Osamah Al-Sayql

i

• • •

.

Send letters to The Pacifican, 3rd floor Hand Hall, UOP, Stockton, 95211. Don 't forget to include your name,
address, and phone number. Deadline is Monday at noon for Thursday's paper. .

1f you could ask President Atchley one question what would It be?"

Anne Helmbucher
Senior
Communication

Scott Gerbert
Senior
Communication

Janlsse Cline
Junior
Plano performance

Donovan Macleod
Sophomore
Music management/ business

jennifer Bumen
Freshman
Music education

Manuel Yanez
Senior
Computer science

'"What type of student interaction
are you involved in?'"

"Last year I frequently saw you in
the dining halls. What is your reason for not eating in the dining halls
any longer?"

"Why won't they give you more
than one entree at a time in the
dining half? We pay about S7 for
dinner, and if you want a second
entree you have to go back and wait
in line again."

"Does he really expect anyone to
believe his decision to bring ARA in
has nothing to do with his friendship with ARA executives?"

"Why is alcohol permitted in the
dorms? Partying is great, but it
shouldn't be done during the week
when people are studying."

"How does he feel about the nfl
standardized class schedule hoJ
that are being proposedr

Nov. 7, 1985
llallo~een has passe
~ fust time in memory
.rsy... The controversy
t ulhfWest prepared fol
unted house two weeks •
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It was twe nty years ago today...
As the Beatles so famously put it,
it was 20 years ago today that I
entered this world in the form of a
screaming infant. 1989 turns out to
be a good year to have a 20th birthday, since this seems to be the year
the media has chosen to review the
last two decades.
We all watched the television
networks relive Neil Armstrong's
stroll on the moon taken at aboutthis
time 20 years ago. Without question
this was one of the most significant
scientific events of out time. In the
years that have followed, no other
space- related event can compare to
that first moon landing. Granted, we
have gotten much better at putting
people into space, what with a reusable space ship, and near monthly
launches. There is constant talk of
building a space station in orbit and
sending astronauts to Mars "real soon
now." In the years after the first
moon landing, the largest related
news headline came when we blew
up the first civilian that tried to leave
the atmosphere, a tragedy that re-

plays in most people's minds every
time the Space Shuttle attempts another launch.

While there are
certainly some
asp ects of 1969
that nobody
wants to relive,
what does this 60s
wanna-be
mentality mean?
We listened to our radio stations
replay the most famous concert event
of all time, simply named Woodstock. Some listeners may not have
noticed that the station was playing a
"Woodstock Special" since many of
the songs made famous at that concert
are still very high on station playlists
today. So high in fact that some of the
many headliners at Woodstock have
recently reunited to tour the world
again.
Woodstock was more than just a

By James Miller
Production Manager
concert- it served as a loud message
of peace to the political leaders at the
time. Since Woodstock, the only
concert to come close to match it in
terms of significance was Live Aid.
You remember Live Aid, the concert
that brought todays artists together to
raise food for starVing people in other
countries. Let any parent or teacher
who went to Woodstock tell you,
comparing that event to Live Aid is
like comparing water to wine.
Woodstock was not the only musicaleventofsignificancein 1969. The
aforementioned Beatles were at their
peak, releasing perhaps their most
popular album, Sergeant Peppers
Lonely Hearts Club Band, in the
middle of that year. On many radio
stations, the Beatles still get more
airtime in one day than any other
band. I cannot think of a person

(though there must be some) who
listens to rock and roll, but hates the
Beatles. If John Lennon were alive

Woodst ock was
more then just a
concert- it
served as a loud
message of peace
to the political
leaders of the
time.
today, I am sure that the band would
also take a reunion tour this year (and
you thought Stones tickets were hard
to come by).
Even styles from the 60s are hip
again today. While bell bottom jeans
wi 11 never be cool again, if I were to
ask what the most desired car introduced this year is the immediate response would most likely be the
Mazda Miata. Here is a car that is
unlike any other new car on the road
today-it's sporty, quick, and most

importantly it's affordable (suggested retail for the Miata is approximately $14,000 even though
market price is now up around
$32,000 in some areas due to the
demand). The car looks just like the
great roadsters of the 60s, and already othercarcompanies are working on competitive models.
While there are certainly some
aspects of 1969 that nobody wants
to relive, what docs this 60s wanna
-be mentality mean? Has the nation
run out of new creative ideas? Or
arc we just now recognizing greatness from our former generation? I
have no idea. I wonder what people
will think of 1989 come the year
2009. I have to doubt that Debbie
Gibson will return to rock the nation
once more, and I can only hope that
neon will not be a revitalized clothing trend. Perhaps trends will start
fresh come the tum of the century.
Or perhaps we will watch "Forty
years in review" specials from televisions in our 2010 Miatas. Wait
and see.

Nov. 14, 1980
Last week a UOP student had a
gun held to his head while two robbers tried to negotiate their escape
from a local Gemco supermarket. ..
Every year hundreds of innocent
people, some as young as three years
old, are killed deliberately or accidentally by firearms ...
Since Stockton is far from the
safest place in the world, a gun control measure...might go a long way
·l• lO'VilfQJJlak~ngl~.t\.!Rfill~'h9n JP.m.y~
,, ,1pus. .$#~ from ~lffi 1 t1Jrcat of~pe., Or
assault Or mux:tJ~·- ,
Nov. 5,1982
We are all gathered here today to
pay memory to something that has
been very good to us all, until it was
savagely murdered last year--something that we have come to know and
love, something we will all remember
as Winter Term. (A four: week January session) ...
A funny point to look at is the fact
that the same people that killed Winter Term are now having to face the
problem of a dying institution ...
They ki1led Winter Term, so now
maybe it is the college students'
chance to kill the University by not
going here.

actual celebration, flyers did emerge
on campus. The source anq content of
these handouts arc irrelevant compared to what they represent to other
students, an outspoken form of religious fanaticism.
...Somestudents are feeling threatened or infringed upon by the religious pressure some groups are exerting on campus. These students have
legitimate gripes.
Nov. 13, 1986
The Inter-Fraternity Council, by
an 8-7 vote, decided they did not want
to mandate a Dry Open House. Making more rush events dry is an issue
that has come up in the last several
years... -Liability rrray. re the. most
significant reason for instituting a dry
rush ...
The most sensible alternative
seems to be a stricter control on how
much alcohol is served at each party.
Liability costs arose with unreasonable drinking. Iffraternities can prove
they are reasonable and responsible
drinkers, there would not be a need
for a dry rush.

Nov. 7,1985
Halloween has passed. With it, for
the rust time in memory was controversy... The controversy emerged as
South/West prepared for its annual
haunted house two weeks ago.Arumor
raced around the dorm that an organization was planning to hand out flyers
denouncing the celebration as a devil
worshiping ritual.
...On Oct. 30, the day prior to the
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Nov. 3,1988
...The disparity between UOP
faculty salaries and those of colleagues
at other universities, even community
colleges, can range from $10,000 to
$35,000...
Trying to address the problem of
faculty pay by looking at internal
operations to save money is needed.
However, the money saved by streamlining Physical Plant operations and
bringing in ARA to handle food services amounts to a drop in the bucket.
There is another option.
The proposed capital campaign
designed to generate an endowment
of $50 million should be the top priority for the administration. Itcan... help
to cover the costs of implementing
faculty salary increases...

It's a story Ronald Reagan would
have loved. Not only that, it's a story
Ronald Reagan would have loved to
tell--and take credit for, too.
Despite that, it is still a good story
in its own right.
Perhaps you've heard of her, the
subject of the story. Lupe Vasquez is
her name. She is a freshman at Stanford. Nothing too spectacular about
all of this except for the fact that over

Ramblings
By Mike Randolph

Editorial Editor
the (ast month, Lupe Vasquez has
born the brunt of more national media
attention thanalmostanyotherundergraduate in America. How many freshmen do you know who have recently
been named "Person of the Week" by
ABC News? Lupe Vasquez has.
It's not because she is a star athlete
or 12-year-old genius, or anything
like that. Lupe Vasquez is your average, very bright 18-year-old. Lupe
Editor's note: The author, a student at UOP, requested her
Vasquez also is fortunate, or unfortuname be witheld.
nate, depending on how you look at
I have something very important to say, and I want you
• UOPStudentHealth Center, 946-225. Counthis, to be part of a group that has
to pay attention. This story is not something I tell every- seling available 24 hours a day.
become popular political/rhetorical
one, but I feel like you should know. It is something that
fodder for the socially self-conscious,
• St. Joseph's Hospital, 943-2000. Counseling
affects us all, directly or indirectly.
upwardly mobile elite of the late 80s.
Itaffectsoneoutofthreewomendirectly.Lookaround available 24 hours a day, as well as medical
You see, Lupe Vasquez is one of
you and pick out any three women. This will affect one of treatment and help with police procedures.
America's homeless--or she was until
them during herlifetime, as well as her friends and family. • Rape Crisis Center, crisis line, 465-4997. 24late September when she enrolled at
Most of the time there is nothing you can do to stop it. hour crisis line, medical and legal information,
Stanford.
It lurks in dark comers as well as broad daylight. It waits
And how was this girl, who has
follow-up counseling, support and assistance
for us while weare alone, in public, orin the security ofour
lived with her family in a homeless
own homes. It strikes~. anytime, anywhere. I know. for victims, victim advocacy, accompany vicshelter in Southern California for the
I've experienced it fusthand. I'm talking about acquain- tims through court proceedings, self defense
past year, able to come up with the
tance rape.
classes.
$21,000 it takes to buy the right to go
One out of every three women will be the victim of a • Dameron Hospital, 944-5550. Medical treatto Stanford? She got one heck of a
rape or attempted rape during her lifetime, most before
financial aid p~age1 that's how:
ment artd help wglrpolice procedures.
"'!':""thoy arc even 25 years old. .Two out of every three of these
$10,000 from Smnfort,'$7,000 from
•
:> •
women know their attacker beforehand. Usually, he is
the government, $3,000 from private
would g~in a vicious cycle from anger to frustration to scholarships, and $1,000 in loans,
someone they trusted, cared for, and believed.
The feelings that a victim experiences after a rape are depression and then back to anger again. This continued according to The Stanford Daily.
indescribable. They range from anger and betrayal to hurt, and I felt as though it would never end.
If you are human, or at least a
It seemed as if everything was going wrong--that the
guilt, and depression. Often, the attacker is not charged
reasonable facsimile, you can't help
and walks the streets free, waiting to rape some other whole world was against me. The more times that I told but feel good when you hear this
unsuspecting victim. This leads to feelings of helpless- myself, "Well, it has to get better soon," the worse it story. It proves that there is some
seemed to become. Then, one day I was able to talk about justice left in this cruel world. It is
ness, fear and retaliation.
Most victims are too afraid to report the rape to begin the rape without crying. That was my turning point. That refreshing to see someone whose life,
with. Approximately seven rapes are committed for every day, I turned around--I had been through hell, but I was on through no fault of her own, has lx'.en
one that is reported. Forty-two percent of rape victims the road back. I'm not saying that I've gotten over it a hellish struggle to get an opportunever tell anyone about their assaults. Only five percent completely--no one ever does. This is something that has nity most of us take for granted. Thisreport it to the police and only five percent seek help affected my life greatly. I will never forget; bad memories -the triumph over adversity--is the
through rape-crisis centers. Approximately 40 percent are die hard. However, this is a learning experience, a hard good part of the story.
one, not one that everyone will have, but one I will always
virgins at the time of their attacks.
It is also why Lupe Vasquez,
It is hard to explain exactly how one feels after being remember. I suppose that one never forgets--but time does through no choice of her own, has
betrayed, hurt and violated by someone you trusted. I went dull the pain a little.
become Miss Collegiate Media DarI know that you may never have to deal with this ling 1989. Come next fall, Hollythrough my whole range of emotions, starting with numbness and denial. I thought, "This can't be happening to me yourself, but someone you know might. I felt that I needed wood will probably have made a
... Why? Why me?" Then anger set in. This "person" had to tell you, to make you aware that not every rapist is some movie about her. That's the problem
used me, violated me, gone against my wishes even crazy person waiting for you in a dark alley. He could be with this otherwise wonderful tale. In
though I had made them quite clear; but, most of all, he a friend, a neighbor, a classmate, a boyfriend, ora husband. alltheattentionshehasreceived,Lupe
It doesn't matter what your relationship is; if he does Vasquez has become a symbol for the
betrayed my sense of trust.
I wanted to kill him, to see him suffer, to see him hurt, something against your wishes, that is rape.
media to trivialize and for the profesIf you or someone you know is raped, go to counseling, sional do-gooders to pat themselves
the way he had hurt me. I felt like he had destroyed my life
am! I wanted to see someone destroy his. After the initial or tell the victim to go. The worst thing a person can do is on the back about. Those who won't
period of anger passed, I began feeling the frustration and keep it inside because all the anger, rage, hurt, ?e.tra~al, leave her alone have lost sight of
helplessness that are so common after a rape. I felt that the and depression will appear. If you try to keep 1t mstde, something rather obvious and imporpolice weren't doing enough, that they weren't really on you'll only hurt yourself.
tant--she is just an 18-year-old colI have to admit, I wrote this to make myself feel better, lege freshman facing the same adjustmy side. Even though I reported it, he was never formally
charged because oflack of evidence. I had no proof that he with the hope that maybe, just maybe, it would help ments and tensions any other freshsomeone else. There is no way for me to change what man faces. But on top of that, she is
raped me.
.
As the frustration sank in, I lost my concentratton. All happened to me; but, if I could help someone else, it just expected to be available, photogenic,
that I could think about was that night and everything t~at might have been worth it. I wanted you to know. I wanted and quotable at press conferences.
Maybe it's because the only one
had happened since then--the hospital, the pol~ce, ha~mg you to understand, because I could be~- I could be
to tell my family and friends, having to face htm a~am. I your mother, your sister, your best friend. I could be you. who seems to put Lupe Vasquez's
best interests in front of the self-conbegan to go through periods of extreme deprcssmn. I
gratulating publicity machine is Lupe
Vasquez herself. It's true, her story is
captivating, and she.is someone to be
truly admired. But it is a crime that
she is treated as such an oddity, because she isn 'tandshe shouldn't be. If
this were an ideal world, Lupe Vasquez
would not be an oddity for the media
to drool over; instead, more young
people like her would be given the
same opportunity.
But until that happens, let's leave
her alone and let her get on with
making something of her life. The
more attention we focus on her, the
more we dehumanize her and the less
of a favor we do for her.
I can't say it better than she did at
a press conference covered by The
Daily last month:
"I don't want all this attention that
COUEGE PRESS SERVIC E
rm getting," she said. "Itdoesn'tseem
like I deserve it. I just want to be an
ordinary Stanford student."

Opinions from the past Date Rape: I coUld be you
As part of a retrospective look at
the past decade, we present snippets
from Pacifican editorials over the last
10 years.

Stanford
student
deserves
a break

Counseling available at:

------------------------------·

~ENTERTAINMENT

Staff Writer

Once again, it's time for the annual UOP Dcparunent of Drama and
Dance Fall Dance Concert. The concert will present both student and
faculty choreography in a different
and less formal presentation.
"It's more casual this year," said
Joanne Cohen, who'll be performing
in this year's concert
"It will be like a lecture demonstration," said Anandha Ray, who is
the director of the concert. The concert is aimed at educating the audience about dance, said Ray.
According to Cohen there's a wide
range of dance pieces scheduled to be
performed. There will be "funky"
modem as well as classical dance
.styles. The audience will also be
entertained with pieces involving both
serious and humorous situations. Also

included is a tap duct and an intense
and heated jazz routine. Emotional
and elegantly choreographed dance
pieces set in va rious eras will be presented by the faculty and student
dancers.
The students participating in the
concert come from all over the campus, with manydiffcrcntmajors,ronging from English to pre-law. A great
manyofthcpcrformcrsarcnew freshmen. The dance pieces have been in
rehearsal since September and the
concert is expected to be bcllcr than
last year, said Cohen.
This year the audience will have
the opportunity to hear from the choreographers conceming their inspirations and imemions of their dance
works. There arc a few pieces that arc
considered "works in progress," which
will also be presented during the spring
concert.
One of the less formal aspect.<; of

-STATE OF THE ARTSCONSERVATORY OF MUSIC

opens fiction
contest

The Playboy College Fiction
Contest
is now accepting entries.
the presentations will be the costumThe
contest
is open to all college
ing.
students
and
offers
a first prize of
"There are no extravagant cos$3000
and
publication
in the Oct.
tumes," said Cohen. The costumes
1990 issue.
will consist of solid colored unitards
Double-spaced manuscripts of 25
with added accessories provided b;
pages or less may be submitted with a
the students, said Ray.
The concert will also benefit those 3 x 5 index card listing name, age,
interested in dance techniques. Some college affiliation, permanent home
of ~he pieces will be presented by address and phone number to Playvanous dance classes that arc offered boy College Fiction Contest, 919
through the University. Classes like North Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Jazz, Modem, and Expression through Illinois 60611.
Only one entry is allowed per
Movement will demonstrate their
person,
and all entries must be origisty lcs of dance, in hopes of informing
nal works of fiction.
the audience more about dance.
All en tries must be postmarked by
The Pacific Dance Forum will be
presented Nov. 2, 3 and 4 in the Dance Jan. 1, 1990.
Winning contestants will be notiStudio at 8 p.m. The Dance Studio is
located at the south end of campus fied by mail. Manuscripts become
across form the mailroom. Admis- the property of Playboy Enterprises,
Inc., and will not be returned.
sion for the concert is $2.

Staff Writer

Saturday, Nov. 4 , 8:15 p.m.: Senior Recital by Becky Bailey on piano,
assisted by Gima Griffiths
Monday, Nov. 6, 8: 15 p.m.: Composer's Club Recital
Tuesday, Nov. 7, 8: 15 p.m. Student Brass Ensembles Recital
All events will take place at the Recital Hall behind the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall. Admission is free and open to the campus community.
McCAFFREY CENTER GALLERY
University of the Pacific students will display their artwork during an
exhibition Nov. 6-21 in the UOP Gallery.
The exhibit will include selec ted entries from the UOP All Student Art
Com~tition. Students will present and discuss their work at a gallery
rcccpuon on Thursday, Nov. 9 from 6-8 p.m.
Admission to the reception and exhibit is free. The McCaffrey Center
Gallery is located on the second floor of the McCaffrey Center. Gallery
hours arc Monday-Friday 9 a.m.- 9 p.m.; Saturday and Sunday 3-9 p.m. For
mor~ information call 946-217 1.

Another fabulous theatrical season is about to begin from the drama
department at Delta College. "The
Miser," a comedy by Moliere, begins
at the Tillie Lewis Theatre at Delta
College Nov. 3.
The play is a story about Harpagon, the Miser who allows his miserliness get in the way of his every
action, which frustrates his two children, Elise and Clcante. The children
plot to select their own mates rather
than the ones chosen by their father.
Clcante is in love with Marianne, who
is his father's chosen bride. Elise, on
the other hand, is in love with Valere,
her father's valet, but discovers she is

and the love of his own children.
"The Miser" is also an appropiate
script for today's audience. The situations the characters fmd themselves
in, particularly the young couples, are
universal and appropriate for today's
youth.
Jeff Wentworth will direct this
intriguing comedy. "The best thing I
love aboutthis play," said Wentworth,
"is the zest for life displayed by the
characters, no matter what happens to
them. They are infused with an excitement about life. The all-embracing message Moliere offers us is as
appropriate today as it was in 1668
when he wrote "The Miser": We must
be open and embrace life experiences
because the alternative will leave us,
in the end , alone and unhappy."

Stutlcnts intcrcstctl in presenting art for the All Univeristy Student Art
Exhibit ~•m. enter their art for judging today from 12-2 p.m. and 3-8 p.m.
Catcgoncs tnclude drawings, paintings, photography and graphic art.

Blatk1unnc1: Starring Harrison Ford
1 hursday, Nov. 2 at 7 and 9:30p.m.
Saturtlay, Nov. 4 at 7 p.m.
Gil Castillo

Delta ac tors p erform in Moliere's 11The Miser"

The Dark Crystal: Puppetr y by Frank Oz
Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 9 p.m.
DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA AND DANCE
The UOP Department of Drama and Dance will present the Pacific
Dance Forum on Nov. 2, 3 and 4 at 8 p.m. The production will showcase
student and ~acuity choreography in a number of different styles of dance.
The concert ts to be held at the Dance Studio on the south end of campus,
across from the mailroom. Admission is $2.
LONG THEATRE

Chances Are .••(1989) Starring
Cybill Shepherd and Robert Downey
Jr.
Shepherd has been faithful to her
husband for a number of years, even
though he's dead. Now his spirit comes
back in the form of the young Downey
Jr. Unique story and a very funny
performance by Downey Jr. highlight
this movie.

Starring Gccna Davis and Jeff
tJC ~rvtne ·
Goldblum
InterestingandbizarrcmovielandbOll ot StO!lfor
ing a group of misguided space aliens,~eY c'f.e"f at
in the heart of the San Fernando Val- el~ J:iO
l
ley. The valley girl-type Davis intraSotU
duces the group to a whole counterb
_tJ VS· t)tO sea
culture of activities in Soothe~ California. Humorous performances by,ctl7~ ot LOJlg
husband and wife Goldblum and
t pepperdl
0
Davis, along with those of the other0 leJ'polO
principles, make this movie a worth-'Oi
while view.

st...

1~yball

sun

t uc trvln

Say Anything...(1989) Starring~ retpo10 a
0
John Cusack and lone Skye
T
Cusack
plays
the
"friend
to
many,
U
Dead Bang...(l989) Starring Don
lover
to
none"
who
gets
involved
with
t
stanford
Johnson and Tim Reid
Johnson plays a metropolitan po- the class brain. nw great thing about 0lleybOU
ThUt
lice homicide detective on the trail of the script and this movie as~ wholeis
thatmostofuscan
rdutetottatsome
,
a group of white supremacists. The
k tball vs.
story is weak, as is Johnson's per- point. TI1e two principles, Cusack
and
Skye,
have
gr0at
chemistry
and
a
(ell'
S
sos
e Bosh l
formance.
trcmendousamountofpotenlial,judg- Jli~sb\10 oen ball
Earth Girls Are Easy... (1989) ing by their pcrfonnunccs.
n'S Basket (

es

a

-----------~------....,foJle aron Inst. e
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Grapevine

THE END OF ZSAZSA??? We doubt that we can be that lucky, but
at least her case is over and we don't have to agonize through the nightly
news briefs. ZsaZsa Gabor was sentenced to 72 hours in jail, 120 hours
of community service (feeding the hungry (Hungary?) at homeless
shelters hopefully) and nearly $13,000 in fmes. Her crime? Apparently
Zsa (may I call her Zsa?) slapped an officer who pulled her over in her car.
Tsk, tsk, tsk!

: 0otb

17 A

JIM BAKKER AND THE PEARLY GATES OFTHEFLORIDA
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE... The Jim and Tammy ordeal is
winding down after Jim Bakker was sentenced for his fraudulent PTL ..............
dealings. Bakker received a 45-year sentence and $500,000 in fines for y~JattheW Butts
his 24 counts of fraud and conspiracy. Meanwhile, Bakker's "friend," aff'Yrtter
Jessica Hahn, will host a heavy metal female-mud wrestling competition Tie University of the P
in November on pay-TV. I think Jim got the better deal.
lOiblll team finally put togct.h

1

'--------------------..1

131t11S of well-played footbal

CONCERTS -----:'layontheroadin Tucson

'li ~it was not nearly cno~
eat~~
17th-ranked Wildcat
Jean-Luc Ponty entertains at the Paramount Theatre on Thursday, Nov.
t
U11iversity
of Arizona. The •
2 at 8 p.m. Tickets for the event are $19.50.
~I ~1-8 on the year with the
Warrant will appear Nov. 3 at the Paramount Theatre. Tickets for the ss.
Pa~ific fought t.he entire
8 p.m. show are $19.50.
t
r
only by a touchdown,
..I
ith
r
little
more than seven
Babylon A.D. will appear in Stockton at the Ballroom on Nov. 3. Ticket
maiaing
in
the third quar
prices and information can be obtained through the Ballroom.
lOse: last seven minutes,
The The will be in concert as part of their first U.S. tour at the FiUmore. rizoaa scored twice on a 9 Tickets for the performances on Nov. 13 and 14 wiU be $19 and $20. vRekgie McGill and a 2-y
Showtime is 8 p.m.
om George Malalulu to
lariqHampton.
H11rry Connick, Jr., whose music enhanced the soundtrack of "When Tte game out of reach, t
Harry Met Sally... ," wHl perform live at the Warfield in San Francisco on B1s aided a field goal, the o
Saturday, Nov. 18. Ticket prices for the 8 p.m. show range from $19to $20. fthttfourth quarter, to form

alurt

McCAFI'UEY CENTER THEATRE

Star Trek V: Star ring William Shatner, Leonard Nimoy
Friday, Nov. 3 at 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Saturday, Nov. 4 at 9:30p.m.
Sunday, Nov. 5 at 2, 7 and 9:30 p.m.

Here's a look at what's happening
with t.he video scene. Among the
most noticeable and worthwhile are
"Chances Arc" and "Say Anything."

Delta presents "Miser"
By Georgette Haefling

li9

In the video storei,,.l

Playboy

Pacific D·a nce Forum
showcases students
By Guy A. Williams

The Paci{ican, November 2, 1989'

to be married off to an old man . The
Miser 's love for his money make~
him the fool of Ia Fleche, Cleante's
servant, and Frosine,the matchmaker
who realize Harpagon 's overpowering greed and steal his money. This
forces Harpagon to choose between
his desire for Marianne and his love
for his fortune. The Miser, of course,
chooses his wealthandislefton stage
counting his gold
"The Miser" is very much a comedy but it most definitely has a dark
Undercurrent. Harpagon, the Miser,
ultimately chooses money over all
love relationships: the love ofa woman

-ThePacifican

Wentworth also added, "There are
many things I reallly enjoy about this
paly in addition to the characters; it is
very fun , very rhythmic; there is a lot
of flow in the movement; it is a com-

larg(n,

19 at the Henry .Oi~eaing the game with 1
J. Kmser Convcntton Center. The concert begins at 7:30p.m. with tickets 1r11.0na SCOred on just thra
at $19.50.
ut tOP followed that with ~
~g ~g drive of their ow
Jeff Deck an~ Stevie Ray Vaughan are scheduled to perform Dec. 3 at
the offense on its
the Oakland Cohscum. Advanced tickets for the 7:30 p.m. show are$19.50.
eddrive of the season
BpP«J by Mike Rossi's g'
Squeeze will be at the Warfield on Saturday, Dec. 9 at 8 p.m. Tickets for
-y~ run midway though
the 8 p.m. concert arc $18.50 and $19.50.
~~~ ~0 plays after the
The New. Kids on the Block and special guest Dino will be at the a th ' Anzona put more P
Oakland Coliseum Dec. 19 and 21. Showtime for both shows is 7:30p.m. Un. •I board, with a David 1
T~e Eurythmi~s arc scheduled to perform Sunday, Nov.

edy thatis l~ely, fastpaced, andwitty."

:lied

"Thel<1iser" will be presented at
the Tillie Lewis Theater on the Delta
College campus. Performances will
beat S p.m.on Nov. 3,4, 9,10 and 11.
There will be a matinee on Sunday
Nov. 5 at 2 p.m.
For additional ticket information
call the Delta College Box Office,
(209) 474-5110, between 11 a.m. and
5: 30 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Tickets are $19.50 reserved.

:·······pc4/lc····
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4343 Pacific Ave.
•

. Fri~uds of Chamber Music will present a tribute to the French Bicentenmal w:.th a co_ncert by the Maurice Bourgue Ensemble a Vent at the Long
~catre on Fn day,Nov. 3. Tickets for the 8 p.m. show are$15. A reception
will follow in the Commons Room.
Friends of Chamber Music concerts arc presented in cooperation with
the University and the Conservatory of Music.
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The 12th Annual Festival of New American Music begins today at Cal
S~LC}<~cramento. Tonight c~mposcr Stephen Mosko will join the San
Fra~c lsc~.Con~~mporary Mustc ~layers in introducing Mosko's "lndigc~~~~:,1uslc 11. Thl! concert hcpns at 8 p.m. in Lhc Music Reciwl ll.dl at
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~o ~ou ~ant happiness, success and peace

POLO
by

Ralph'Lawen

Jacket's • Sweaters • Shirts • Pants

SPIKE
AFRICA
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214 LINCOLN CENTER

PaoWo OoeaD

477-3533

mind In your marriage, business, health,
love or job?
I have the answers to all your problems.
Also tarot card and crystal readings.
I can help you gain security with yourself
and others

1648 N. El Dorado
Stockton, Ca 95204
948-1873
Come, Call or Write
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Tiger Tracks Tigers volley to double sweep
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Friday, Nov. 3
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volleyball at UC Irvine ............................... 7:30 p.m.
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Saturday, Nov. 4
football vs. Utah St.................................. 7:00p.m.
volleyball at Long Beach St. ...................... 7:30p.m.
WaterPolo at Pepperdine ........................ 12:00 noon
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Sunday, Nov. 5
WaterPolo at UC Irvine ............................ 11:00 a.m.
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Thursday' Nov 9

Men's Basketball vs.
h
D
.
Nos ua en Bosh1ch (exh.) ................. 7:30 p.m.
Women's Basketball vs.
Australian Inst. (exh.) ......................... 5:00 p.m.

By Tom Gregory
Senior Staff Writer

The UOP volleyball squad picked
up two wins last weekend over UC
Santa Barbara, 15-8, 15-8, 15-9, and
Cal Poly, 15-7, 15-3, 15-10 to get
back on track after losing three of
their last four matches.
Sharon Kasser led the Tigers
through the weekend matches by
picking up seven block assists in the
Santa Barbara match and then earning player of the game honors against
Cal Poly with seven kills.
The Tigers are now heading into
the second half of the season with a
20-3 record and are currently ranked
founh in the nation. The team has
improved over the course of the first
half, but Coach John Dunning feels
that there is still room for improvement "We pointed towards Hawaii,
and now we know where we stand and
have a good idea of what we have to

do. We have to get our confidence
back." Dunning also pointed out that
"the team is starting to feel good again.
We practiced four times this week and
it paid off."
In the UC Santa Barbara match
Dunning made a line-up change that
is likely to have a large impact on the
Tigers for the rest of the season. The
move put Elaina Odcn, who has always played middle blocker, on the
right side of the net. This strategy
allows Dunning to put in a front line
with a height average of over six feet
(KrissyFifer6'3",SharonKasser6'2",
and Oden 6'1 ").The strategy has paid
off so far, with Pacific picking up 13
blocks against the Gauchos and 23
blocks against the Mustangs.
According to Dunning, Oden will
still see playing time at middle blocker.
"She'll still play the middle sometimes. We just wanted to have Elaina
help control the game from the right
side."

Gil Castillo - The Pacifiacn

Melanie Beckenhauer and Cathey Scotian prepare to block.
UOP will travel' to UC Irvine tier in the season, the Tigers beat the
tomorrow night, and then will face Anteaters in four games and also
Long Beach State on Saturday in what pulled off a five game victory over
will perhaps be the most important Long Beach.
match for the Tigers this season. Ear-
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Cinderella story for womens tennis
Football falls to as they head for All-American Semis
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#17 Arizona
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Staff Writer
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Yet, it was not nearly enough to
beat the 17th-ranked Wildcats from
tile University of Arizona. The Tigers
Cell to 1-8 on the year with the 38-14
loss.
facific fought the entire night,
tmlllng only by a touchdown, 21-14,
with a little more than seven minutes
Jemaining in the third quarter. In
lhose last seven minutes, though,
Arizona scored twice on a 9-yard run
by Reggie McGill and a 2-yard pass
from George Malalulu to fullback
Mario Hampton.
The game out of reach, the WildC&IS added a field goal, the only score
of the fourth quarter, to form the final
margin.
Opening the game with the ball,
Arizona scored on just three plays,
but UOP followed that with an opening scoring drive of their own. Troy
Kopp led the offense on its longest
SUStaineddriveoftheseason, 17plays,
capped by Mike Rossi's game-tying
2-yard run midway though the first
period. Two plays after the ensuing
kickoff, Arizona put more points up
on the board, with a David Eldridge

Two UOP tennis players Leslie
Powell and Lisa Matsushima shocked
the national tennis scene by making it
to the semi-finals of the All-American Championships at the Riviera
Tennis club in Los Angeles last week.
"Never before in the history of
UOP women's tennis has a team done
this well in such a prestigous national
tournament," said Coach Gordon
Graham. ''This tournament is the Wimbledon of college tennis."
The three teams in the semi-finals,
besides UOP, were all in the top five
in the nation: no.l Stanford, no. 2
UCLA, and no. _5 Georgia.
_
The 16 team draw could not have
been tougher, with 10 of the top 14
doubles teams in the nation participating. Many of the teams have international rankings on the professional

in the nation, Birch/Graham of Stanford, also participants in the 1989
U.S. Open the day before, so Powell/
Matsushima had an indirect win over
the Stanford stars.
Their semi-final match against
McCarthy/Schefflin of Georgia was a
heartbreaker as PowelVMatsushima
had to default when Matsushima injured her shoulder in the frrst game of
the match. Matsushima hung in there
for an entire set but had to retire due to
severe pain.
Their disappointment did not last
long, for they had an excellent tournament and felt very good about their
performance. "We played solid tennis
throughout the toumnament," said
Powell.
"Lisa and Leslie played the best
doubles I've ever seen them play,"
said Graham. 'They were really gutsy.
They have a good chance of making
nationals."

SUlfllAltTCE

SPORTS ·

presents
~IRII11r1E M&.<Gll<C

WARREN MILLER'S NEWEST SKI FILM
WED. NOV. 8TH • 7:30 PM • DELTA'S ATHERTON
FOR TICKETS CALL SUNDANCE SPORTS 477-3754

RALEIGH BICYCLE OF STOCKTON
Venetian Square ~
4555 N. Pershing ~ \!.)
951-9820
Largest Selection of Bicycles and
Accessories in Stockton!!

uickFi¥

We'll repair your bicycle WJihm 24
hours-<Jr lhe service is free!
We repair all makes.
• Special Orders Excepted

Open 7 Days a Week
Mon-Fri 10-7 Sat 9-6 Sun 11-5

________________

tour. Powell and Matsushima were by then trounced Parks and Viqueira of
no means intimidated; they had been Cal 6-3,6-2. Trouble came in their
ranked as high as 14th in the nation final round of qualifying when they
last year.
were defeated 6-2,2·6,6-4 by
"They can play with anyone," said Jonkosky and Klimchock of Arizona
Graham.
State University.
Powell and Matsushima were
They were in the main draw with
named the" Cinderella Story" of the nothing to lose as the underdogs of the
tournament by the press because they tournament. The dynamic duo did not
barely made it into the main draw.
take this lightly, for they were tough
They lost in the fmal round of as nails fighting off three match points
qualifying, but got in the main draw against them in their first match against
as "lucky losers." The quarterfinal Lane/Piorkowsky of Boston College.
losers' names are drawn from a hat as Powell and Matsushima squeaked by
alternates if something should hap- with a frnal scoreof6·7(74), 6-2,7pen to a main draw participant. A Cal 6(8-6).
player sprained her ankle and Powell
Their second match of the main
- Matsushima were in. The twosome draw was just as exciting as the first.
found out they were playing
e Th~ ~~ciqu~ Tigers showed their
main draw just 10 minutes before incredible mental toughness by fightmatch time.
ing off five set points against seventhIn the qualifying tournament ranked Bergen/Rojohn of ASU. The
Powell and Matsushima crushed Tigers beat them 6·2, 7-6(8-6). BerKochoff and Laux of USC 6-2,6-2; gen/Rojohn had upset the no. I team

FALL BLOW-OUT ON RUSSELL
ATHLETIC GREEK SPORTSWEAR!!!

run.

pacific Ave.
eldon, ca.

ersitY Squ
opplng center

The University of the Pacific
Football team fmally put together four
quarters of well-played football last
Salurday on the road in Thcson, Ari-

Unable to mount a running game,
Kopp threw the ball42 times, completing 30 for a total of286 yards. His
number of completions was two short
of the Pacific record of32, set by Paul
Berner in 1985. Eleven times, his
passes found the hands of sophomore
Jason Edwards, and Bryan Baldwin
caught 10 balls for 118 yards for the
game.
UOP's second scoring effort came
on the first drive of the second half. A
26-yard pass from Kopp to Baldwin
fmished off a drive of 76 yards, but
the Tigers' underdog hopes fell alongside the field as the Wildcats started
their third quarter barrage.
The Wildcat running backs slashed
through the Pacific defense for 383
yards on 55 carries, and Arizona did
not have to punt once during the entire
game. McGill ran for 119 yards on 11
auempts and his backup Errol Sapp
gained 71.
This Saturday, the Tigers will be at
Stagg Memorial Stadium for the final
home game of 1989 to face theAggies
of Utah State. They are coming off a
one week break after defeating New
Mexico State two weeks ago. A large
crowd is expected for this Big West
contest as Athletic Director Ted Leland announced last week that all but
one dollar of all purchased tickets will
go towards relieffor the victims of the
earthquake that struck Northern California October 17th.

By julie DeArmond
Asst. Sports Editor
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$18.95

Jerseys

were

$20.95

Now Just

Tank Tops

were

$17.95

Crewneck Sweats

were

$21.95

$14.95
Now Just $19.95
Now Just

Prices include 2 color sew on lettering front only - subject
to stock availability. Additonal lettering, embroidery, etc.
available at additional charge.
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RUB BELL:.
ATHLETIC

1110 West Fremont St.
Stockton, Ca.
464-4040
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VISA • MASTERCHARGE • AMERICAN EXPRESS WELCOME
* BOOKSTORE CHARGE AVAILABLE*
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Field hockey Cross Country
finishes seaso~
shows up
By julie DeArmond
West Coast

World Series recap: Polo retains #1 0
Ns sweep Giants
ranking in NCAA
By juan Marquez DelaPlata
Guest Writer
All was calm at Candlestick Park
for Game Three of the 1989 World
Series. After the devastating earthquake, the San Francisco Giants and
the Oakland A's resumed play following a 10-day break, the longest between games in World Series history.
There was a moment of silence at
5:04 p.m. before the game to honor
the memory of those who died in the
earthquake.
The A's turned the tables this year
after losing to the Los Angeles Dodgers in last year's series and swept the
Giantsinfourgames. TheA's became
the fJtSt club to sweep a series since
the Cincinnati Reds swept the New
York Yankees in 1976, and the first
American League club since the Baltimore Orioles took four straight from
the Los Angeles Dodgers in 1966.
The A:s also tied a World Series
record for the most home runs in one
game (five) since the New York Yankees vs StLouis Cardinals on Oct. 9,
1928, Game Four.
TheA:s celebrated four home runs
in theftrstfiveinningsofGame Three:

Dave Henderson and Tony Phillips in
the 4th; Jose Canseco and Dave
Henderson in the 5th. Thelasueam to
homer twice in the same inning had
been the Red Sox in 1986 , in the 2nd
inning of Game Seven when Dwight
Evans and Rich Gedman connected
back-to-back home runs. Dave Henderson is the 6th player in World Series history to homer in consecutive
innings.
Willie Mays returned to the field
to throw out the first pitch in Game
Four. Some lucky fan caught it v:hen
Mays threw the ball over the backstop.
Ricky Henderson was the 15th
player to lead off a World Series game
with a home run. The last was Len
DykstraoftheNewYorkMetsonOct.
21, 1986 in Game Three. With that
home run Henderson became the 8th
A's player to homer in this World
Series, setting an all-time record.
The Giants just didn't play like
they did throughout the season. Their
pitchers have been called ineffective
and their hitting just wasn't there.
The 1989 World Series will go
down in history as the"Rocking Bay
to Bay Series."

By Rob Sangster
Staff Writer
Pacific water polo, ranked lOth
last week by the American Water Polo
Coaches Association, battled against
four of the nation's top 10 teams last
weekend at the49er Invitational tournament. The tournament was held in
Long Beach, California, and placed
UOP against Stanford (ranked 4th in
the NCAA), UCLA (6th), USC (7th),
and Long Beach State (5th).
UOP faced Stanford fust. The
Tigers went scoreless in the ftrst two
quarters, but came alive in the second
two. Mike Allen scored a goal in the
third quarter as well as one in the
fourth. David Johnson matched his
two in the fourth quarter, and Kelly
Porter also scored one in the fourth.
Pacific lost to Stanford 5 to 14.
In the second game against UCLA,
UOP's goalie, Dan Della Maggiora,
saved 15 of 25 shots by UCLA. Pacific scored seven, with both Craig
Ackley and Todd Hosmer scoring two.
The sixth-ranked team won by three
points.
On the second day of the touma-
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ENTRIES
CLOSE

BEGINS

Turkey Trot Fun Run
M&.W

Oct. 31

Nov. 10
Fri, 3:00

Nov. 15
Wed, 4:00

Racquetball Tourney
M&.W&
Singles

Oct. 31

Nov. 15
Wed, 3:00

Nov. 17
Fri.

FORMAT

By Laurie Liebman

ment, Pacific played both USC, and
Long Beach State. UOP had its highest scoring game of the tournament
against Southern Cal. Porter scored
three, while his teammates Mike
Dohrcn and Hosmer scored two each.
USC scored 13 to the Tigers' nine,
holding their 7th-place ranking.
Against Long Beach St., Chris Appleton was the high scorer for UOP with
two goals. Porter and Allen also
scored, but four points were not
enough to beat CSULB. The final
score was Pacific 4, Long Beach St.
11.
"We are in a no lose situation,"
said Coach John Tanner, "because we
are the lowest ranked team there. Had
we won it would have caused an upset,
but nobody expected it...We played
two great games against USC and
UCLA which is what to hope for with
four games in two days."
UOPplayedcompetitively against
some of the top teams in the nation,
and still is ranked lOth in the NCAA
Collegiate Top 20.

Guest Writer
Field hockey is making a statement in the victory column of UOP
athletics. The field hockey team is the
no. 1 team on the West Coast, and the
Tigers are definitely making their
presence known.
The Lady Tigers won the CalInvitational tournament with a 2-0-1
record beating Chico 1-0, the Canadian team 1-0and tied Stanford2-2in
double overtime.
They continued to show their skill
and strength last Thursday with a 1-0
win over Chico State. Freshman goalie
Angela Teran had 13 saves, giving the
Tigers the final edge over an aggressive Chico team.
With only one more league game
to go, the field hockey team is having
the best season ever. They are on their
way to the regional tournament if they
can upset Cal Berkeley and Stanford
this week.

The Regional Adolescent TreatmcntProgram seeking counselors to
work with SED adolescents. Good
field experience for social science
students. Several shifts available.
Call931-6734.
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Asst. Sports Editor

HELP WANTED

Upcoming Intramural Events
1 +3 mile run
Turkeys to
winners.
Quail Lakes
Athletic Club

Market Discover Credit Cards on
your campus.
Flexible hours. Earn as much as
$10/hr. Only IOpositions available.
Calll-800-950-8472 Ext. 3.
A FREE gift just for calling plus
up to $1700 in only ten days.
Student groups, fraternities and
sorori Lies needed for marketing proj-

ects on campus. For details plus a
FREE GIFf, group projects call 1800-950-8472, ext.20.
Looking for a fraternity, sorority
organization that would like to make
$500-$1000 for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must be organized and hardworking. Call Gina
or Myra at (800) 592-2121.

PERSONALS
'

To John, I really care a lot about
you. Love, Your Secret Admirer.
MENS CLUB VOLLEYBALL

•

~

••

· File

Female roomate wanted f
spring semester. Share two be
room apartment close to campus.
$200/month rent, plus utilities an
phone. Call Rhonda at462-1099
Anyone interested in helping
the Stockton Family Shelter
Tuesdays, call466-0262
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Macintosh® computers have always been easy to use. But they've
never been this easy to own. Presenting The Macintosh Sale.
Tiyou~January 31, you can save hundreds of dollars on a variety
of Apple Maantosh computers and peripherals.
. So now there's no reason to settle for an ordinary PC. With The
Maontosh Sale, you can wind up with much more of a computer.
Without spending a lot more money.
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The Macintosh Sale.

1~

University Computer Store
Located in the University Bookstore, lower level of the
Mt'Caffrey Center in Stockton, CA
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